Ergodic chaotic parameter modulation with application to digital image watermarking.
This paper presents a novel technique for image watermarking based on chaos theory. Chaotic parameter modulation (CPM) is employed to modulate the copyright information into the bifurcating parameter of a chaotic system. The system output is a wideband signal and is used as a watermark to be inserted into the host image. In the detection, a novel method based on the ergodic property of chaotic signal is developed to demodulate the embedded copyright information. Compared to previous works on blind watermarking, the proposed technique can effectively remove the interference from the host image and, thus, improve the detection performance dramatically. Simulation results show that the ergodic CPM approach is effective for image watermarking in terms of noise performance, robustness against attacks, and payload. In addition, its implementation is very simple and the computation speed is fast. Compared to holographic transform domain method and the conventional spread spectrum watermarking scheme, the proposed technique is shown to be superior.